Recognizing IIGJ Jaipur as the Centre of Excellence by GJSCI and signing of MOU for the same

It is a great pleasure to invite you to the MOU signing ceremony between GJSCI and IIGJ-Jaipur at 1.00 p.m. on 20/01/2015 at ILI Signature, Business Centre, Goregaon (E), Mumbai. Kindly note that this occasion marks the first initiative from GJSCI towards making an inception of ‘Centre of Excellence’. The idea behind creating a Centre of Excellence is to impart the highest level of training to the trainers.

The COE would also support GJSCI in creating NOS and Curriculum for Indian Traditional Skills of the Indian artisans in handmade jewellery manufacturing, which are dying and will become extinct if not supported. The COE will also support and hand hold new training institutes which GJSCI would initiate with different State Governments and Local Trade Bodies.

The COE intends to create institutions with hostels, where trainees can stay for a longer time, to train those trainers who would be required for administering training institutes PAN India.

The COE would create an exhaustive training manual with the latest curriculum and train students for international jewellery competitions, like the World Skills Competition & others which are held worldwide.

GJSCI will be assume a primary role of assessing the current work force which has acquired practical training, do a skill gap analysis and re-skill them in the deficiencies and finally certify them. Also, GJSCI in conjunction with the COE will help any new training institute, which wishes to join the movement, right from the designing stage to the physical set up of infrastructure, train the trainers till they become proficient of running the institute on their own, supervise them till necessary. GJSCI will also assess and certify all the students passing out from those institutes.

GJSCI with the help of Centre of Excellence will develop the ‘Dakshagram Project’ which would upgrade current gold jewellery manufacturing artisans to modern factories, improve their efficiency and working life span. This will create an atmosphere for the new young generation to enter into this trade & learn the skills of the traditional Indian artisan which are on the verge of fading.

We would be honoured with your presence at this event.

Pramukh Kshetra
Chairman GJSCI